A Shameless Angel (Secrets of the Zodiac Book 3)

A courageous codebreaker, a gentleman with a score to settle, and a past that refuses to stay
hidden...Sarah Brecknell has always had an unusual obsession with numbers. After the
unfortunate death of her fiance, shes lost her place in society, and her gift has left her alone
with a dangerous secret. Sarah must turn to a complete stranger for help--a secret agent in
service to the Crown. She has already made one mistake in love. She cant afford
another.Theodore Markham has plenty of secrets of his own, not least of which his occupation
as a spy. Now he is hunting for a traitor. This time is different, though--the rogue was his best
friend. The trail goes cold until he meets Sarah, a woman with extraordinary mathematical
talents...and an irresistible charm that may be even more dangerous than his adversary.The
third novel in the Secrets of the Zodiac series: Full-length historical romances, featuring sexy
storylines, complex characters, and international intrigue, set against the backdrop of the
Napoleonic Wars.Novels in the Secrets of the Zodiac series include:A Heartless DesignA
Reckless SoulA Shameless AngelThe Lady Dauntless
Surrendered to the Vikings (First time Historical Fertile Menage), The Sniper and the Wolf: A
Sniper Elite Novel, Wayfaring Stranger: A Novel (A Holland Family Novel), Storm Fall
(Rebel Wing Trilogy, Book 2) (Rebel Wing Series), Saturdays and Teacakes book and CD
package, Julius Caesar Act 2: A graphic novel adaptation,
Shameless Angel by Elizabeth Cole was an interesting spy tale of intigue and mystery. This
book is book 3 in The Secret's of the Zodiac Series. It is very. A courageous codebreaker, a
gentleman with a score to settle, and a past that refuses to stay hidden Sarah Brecknell has
always had an unusual obsession. Sarah must turn to a complete stranger for helpâ€”a secret
agent in service to the A Shameless Angel is the third book in the Secrets of the Zodiac, a
series that.
Read A Shameless Angel A Secrets of the Zodiac Novel by Elizabeth Cole with Rakuten
Kobo. A courageous codebreaker, a gentleman with a score to settle. See the complete Secrets
of the Zodiac series book list in order, box sets or omnibus editions, and A Shameless Angel Book #3 of the Secrets of the Zodiac.
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